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Presentation Notes
Good morning.It’s a great pleasure, to address again this forum of NURPA & IURPA revenue protection proffesionals.My romance with IURPA, started 10 years ago, when I traveled to the 2001 WSUTA conference in Reno, on my own time and dime.I was still in my old Area Manager job, searcing desperately for fresh udeas methods, intended for fighting and restraining electricity theft, that was and still is a vast problem in certain parts of Israel.Gradualy I got involved in IURPA’s activity attending and presenting at all the annual IURPA conferences since 2003 and writing articles for our Newsletter. During the years, I kept travelling to various conferences in Austarlia, the UK and South Africa. Learning a lot from our world wide colleagues, I can confidencely  report, that electricity theft is still alive and kicking, inspite of all the impressive efforts made by  all RP proffesionals everywhere.Smart Grid and Smart Metering, are quickly penetrating  the  electrical New Speak and becoming  the industry’s Bon-Ton. All of us are already aware to the fact, that Smart Metring was not triggered  because of electricity theft, and will never become our magic wand. But its moving quickly into most utilities aroun the world, and it is our job to make sure, that our core business will benfit too from its advanteges.I would like to express my thanks, to my colleagues at the IURPA board and to you all, for giving me another great opportunity, to share with you the latest developments in Israel Electric company and our RP operations.
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Overview

• Israel Electric Corporation (IEC) - Update

• IEC Meters – current deployment 

• IEC Revenue Protection annual performance

• What is IEC’s main problem ?

• What might be the solution to this problem ?
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Presentation Notes
I’ll start with a short update about Israel Electric, and describe our metering system.I’ll introduce our revenue protection performance, and describe our main problem, and the solution we hopefully found for it.



The Israel Electric Corporation Ltd. 
• The Israel Electric Corporation (IEC) was established in 

1923
• 99.85% owned by the state of Israel
• Generates, transmits and distributes substantially 95% 

of the electricity in the State of Israel
• The largest infrastructure company in Israel with the 

one of the largest turnovers in the Israel’s economy.
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IEC’s Operating Statistics

2009 2010

Capacity (MW) 11,664 12,769

Peak Demand (MW) 9,900 10,950

Electricity Sales (GWh) 48,947 56,093

Population (Millions) 7.5 7.6
Customers (Millions) 2.5 2.5

PV generation - 181 MW
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61% of the electricity generation is fueled with coal.37% is fueled with natural gas. Huge deposits of gas were exposed in Israel’s economic sea water, and by 2012 the gas will start flowing in the pipes reaching Israel’s shores.Until that time, Israel will be dependent mostly upon the unstable supply from the Egyptian gas pipe and burn more than expected expensive fissile fuels. The company is extremely busy with its emergency new generation plants addition program, since the private power producers are still dragging, and there ia a real danger of energy shortage in the next 2 years.



Relatively Low Rates of the 
Israeli MarketComparative Electricity Rates
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Electricity prices in Israel are quite reasonable, and hopefully the growing usage of natural gas, will keep them from rising in the far future.
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Israel Electric

300 K Electronic LV Meters installations

Pre - Pay Meters  ~ 20,000 

( Predicted annual

installations ~10,000)

TOU meters        100,000

Commercial & Domestic –
mandatory over 60k KWH

(40k KWH coming soon)
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12%

of 

2.5 
million
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12 percent of Israel Electric meters are electronic.Domestic Electro-mechnic meters are gradualy replaced by simple or what we prefer to call dumb electronic meters.Time of use meters are installed on mandatory base, at customers exceeding 60,000 KWH premises. The PUA is expected to pass a decision soon, regarding TOU meters to customers exceeding 40,000 KWH.Voluntary  requests for TOU meters are not very common.TOU meters are read manually once a month, and their rollout creates more labor to our exhausted meter readers.Pre-Pay meters installations started 3 years ago. Pre-pay  is usually installed mandatory after The customer’s supply was cut of twice during a 12 month period.Pre-Pay meters are read once every two months as a control measure. Israel is probably the only country that needs Prepay meters with dates and hours functions, due to religious restrictions, like Shabat – Saturdays and religious holidays.There was  only one supplier that was ready to develop this kind of unique very smart meter, and we are actually totally dependent upon his services.More than 6,000 AMI meters are already installed at High Voltage and Ultra High voltage customers. As for Smart Metering, there is no decision yet, but the company already started making the right and necessary preparations, waiting for the regulator decisions.In the meantime, we are getting ready to pilot Smart Metering in two small towns.
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Our average annual performance is relatively respectable.The Revenue Protection departments operate at the same personnel volume for many years now, and fully cover their costs.We were authorized last year, to calculate and present in our reports  the benefits from future electricity sales, that yield from former stealing customers that started to pay their full bills. Our operations results look even better now. Every exposed case yields according to our calculations, 40,000 extra KWH in the next 5 years ! 



What is our problem ?
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Israel Electric Revenue Protection efforts yield annually an average of 7 million US Dollars in returned revenues. Our operations costs are covered, and we safely estimate that  most of our future revenues from the customers that were exposed stealing are secured, but we know for certain, that we can do a lot better. 



CSR‘s

Billing
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The experience of many years, thought us, that the lion share of reports regarding the suspicions of electricity theft, origin  from meter readers, who visit the customers’ premises once every one or two months.Reports from other field personnel, are alarmingly shallow. Revenue Protection investigators expose more cases during their working day in the field.More cases are exposed  by data inquiries,  conducted by the most experienced back office.



There
Are

Many
More !!
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Five thousand theft cases, most of them new, are exposed every year.During the last 10 years, nearly 50 thousand new cases were exposed, and it implicates that 2% of our customers, were involved in illeagal use of electricity during that period. We have all the reasons to believe, that those figures are far from being even close to reality.



Where lies our problem ?

Excuses
Excuses
Excuses
Excuses
Excuses
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Since domestic AMI or Smart Metering are not present yet, we still read all domestic meters manualy. Time Of Use meters are read monthly, and other domestic meters bimonthly. Our meter readers also read the Pre-Pay meters, since there are many attemps to bypass them or reconnect, when the credit is exhausted.In the past, many varied attempts were made, all of them intended to  encourage other field employees that are regularly visiting  the customers’ premises in various frequencies, to open their eyes and identify tamper and theft attempts. Most attempts were unsuccessful. When we approached these employees and asked them why they don’t they cooperate, we received a rich selection of excuses and reasons. The most noticeable of them were; I didn’t t have a piece of paper to write down the details, I was not sure whether it’s important to report it, I attempted to call the office but there was no reply, I am sorry I had no camera, I did not have the time to closely check it, and more, and more…



Unsatisfying volume 
of suspicions of theft reports

Here lies our problem
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The problem can be described as: Unsatisfying volume of suspicions of theft reports, resulting from various reasons, as follows:Some of the common explanations for not reporting, are heard from the field personnel   managers  as follows:Meter readers are over loaded with their own tasks. Meter readers are anxious to complete their duties as quickly as possible and reporting theft is not their first priority.Other field employees are not concerned too much about the theft issue, due to lack of education. In the past, many varied attempts were made, all of them intended  to  encourage  other field employees that are regularly visiting  the customers’ premises in various frequencies, to open their eyes and identify tamper and theft attempts. Most attempts were unsuccessful. When we approached these employees and asked them why they don’t they cooperate, we received a rich selection of excuses and reasons. The most noticeable of them were:I didn’t  have a piece of paper to write down the detailsI was not sure whether it’s important to report it, I attempted to call the office but there was no replyIt’s a pity that I had no camera in my possession I did not have the time to closely check it, and many more excusesThe meter readers complain that the reporting process by the hand held terminal is awkward.Other field employees complain that trying to call the RP department for reporting theft takes too much time and efforts.In cases of obvious theft by bypass, they cannot dwell and wait for the RP investigator to arrive and document the case.



Some more excuses

Here lies our problem
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The meter readers complain that the reporting process by the hand held terminal is awkward.Other field employees complain that trying to call the RP department for reporting theft takes too much time and efforts.In cases of obvious theft by bypass, they cannot dwell and wait for the RP investigator to arrive and document the case.



FRS
Field Report 

System
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While searching for solutions to our problem, we were approached by the representatives of one of the cellular companies our Company works with.We were politely asked, whether we think that  an application used by municipal parking inspectors,  might be of any use to us.We asked for a demonstration.



Where did the idea come from ?

Parking
Inspectors

FRS

Field Report 
System
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What does a municipal parking inspector in Israel do, when he spots an illegally parked  vehicle ? One thing for sure - He no longer writes paper reports !He uses the built in application in his mobile phone. First, he takes two clear photos of the vehicle and its location with his phone camera. Then he  types the vehicles license plate number and receives online a report of the vehicle status (stolen / counterfeit license plates / vehicle used by handicapped, etc.). Then from pre-programmed menus he selects the location data, and the parking violation clause. Additionally, the inspector can freely type any comments, voice record his comments, and even voice record the vehicle’s owner if a verbal confrontation takes place between them. At the end of the procedure, the inspector transmits the built-in report, through Bluetooth communication to a miniature printer in his possession, and attaches the report to the vehicle windshield. The parking report file is automatically transmitted to the municipality back office, for follow up.
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We realized that most of the above described functions fit very well, into our needs, for fast and efficient reporting from the field, regarding a suspicion of electricity theft. Among the system abilities are:Digital photography of the meter, cable, and / or customer’s electrical installation documenting also the date and time (that are locked to further editing);Typing of the meter number, address, type of suspicion and comments;Adding a recorded description of the findings the reporter sees;Online transmission of the suspicion to the computer screen in the office, By that enabling a quick decision for  instructing to the employee in the field how he should act, or send at once a crew to the location, as may be sometimes necessary.
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Nearly 18 months ago, we took the challenge and started our journey.A professional team defined the system requirements for field reporting, aiming at a few more needs (such as network maintenance, reporting damages etc). Protection of the Company’s revenues, was the first application to be developed.  A number of pilots were performed, leading to improvements, both in equipment as well as computerized support, that is much required for the system to perform.



Implementing the FRS
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On January 27, 2010, the first application of the Field Reporting System, the Suspicion of electricity theft reporting was launched.The system was implemented into full use, in one of the service areas of the Israel Electric Company, which was selected for testing the FRS as an applied pilot.



Magnets
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From day one, It was obvious, that the FRS was a great device, perfectly matching our needs  for documenting live tampers and theft cases.
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One of the FRS benefits, is its ability to stamp the exact date and time the photo was taken. This important piece of evidence, cannot be altered or tampered with, and when brought to court always supports our case.



Bypass
inside the wall

Bypass
in a mock drain pipe20
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One of the FRS functions, is the ability to insert as many as needed 20 seconds recorded messages throughout the documentation process.Another future ability will be recording the coordinates with its GPS function.
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The $ 85,000 case

Presenter
Presentation Notes
2 weeks ago, I was visiting our RP unit in one of the wildest areas of the Southern District.We were driving through one of the Bedouin towns, when we got a call from the back office.The customer  reported, that his tenants were stealing electricity for various businesses and flats, and asked for an  immediate cutoff.We hurried to the premises, exposed a very dangerous bypass in the meter box, cut off the current and instructed the offenders to drive to the office.Since the offenders where terrified of losing their refrigerated merchandise, they obeyed, and the current was returned not before  all financial settlements were secured. The pgotos were taken with my cell phone, and the back office investigator used the FRS screened photos, as loud and clear evidence.



Damages to the utility property
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The FRS was also designated for reporting utility equipment theft and damages to the utility property.We were quite surprised to learn, how fast the field crews became accustomed  to documenting damages and sabotage to the utility equipment, making the tasks of  Israel Electric’s legal department, much more easier to collect the damages compensation fees.



How does the FRS work ?

1 2 3
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The work flow of the FRS is quite simple.1. Signing in at the start of the working day.2. When encountering a suspicion to theft, selecting New Report3. Selecting type of report4. Selecting type of tamper5. Mobile camera and flash are turned on mandatory 6. Photo is taken and saved



How does the FRS work ?

7 8 9
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7. Selecting the tamper method8. Typing the meter number (if exists)9. Typing the name of town10. Typing the description of the premises when no formal address exists – in the near future – marking the coordinates by using the built in GPS11. Adding more photos, audio recording or comments if necessary, and sending to the server The data is saved and transmitted later, when the signal is weak or non present in the area
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Meter
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New report screen
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The report immediately appears on the RP manager computer screen in this configuration. Pretty soon, an interface to the Revenue Protection computed program will be established. According to our basic design, the use of the FRS will be implemented within the system to all of the Company’s regions (about 1,300 employees permitted to report) during year 2011.Throughout 2010, the system was introduced to 24 more units of the 5 service divisions of the company. 1,385 reports were registered until the end of the year. 437 reports of suspicion of tamper or  theft, and 748 reports of damages to the company equipment.



What comes next ?
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The rollout of the FRS in the company continues. Primary  operations of interfacing the FRS  to the main computer systems have already started . The next stage will hopefully enable  a two way system that will allow the end users, the Revenue Protection investigators in our case, to use a tablet computer or even better, their mobile phone as a remote terminal, and fully report their findings online, from the customer's premises.



Conclusion

• Meter readers are the company eyes in the field

• Smart metering is not intended to prevent theft

• All utility employees must report irregularities

• The mobile smart phone is already a multi -

purpose  working tool, that can be used for 

reporting suspitions  of theft

• No More Excuses for non-reporting !
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The experience of many electric power companies around the world, teaches that the transfer to remote reading causes the loss of “company eyes” – the meter readers are no longer in the field. It is known and clear to those engaged with this issue, that no “smart metering” has the power to prevent electricity theft. Therefore, it is necessary to strengthen, encourage, and stimulate the alertness of each Company employee that visits the customer’s premises, to report any finding in the field that seems to be irregular. Equipping the employees with an appropriate application that is part of a multi purpose work tool such as a mobile phone, they anyway carry, will make  efficient and fast reporting of electricity theft suspicions possible.We anticipate and hope, that the ability to report comfortably and easily, will once and for all remove from the way, any excuse for not reporting  electricity theft, that the neutralization and reduction of which has an important and needed significance in the protection of the Company’s revenues.



www.israel-electric.co.il

THANKS FOR YOUR
ATTENTION

Itzick  Michaeli 
ISRAEL ELECTRIC

michaeli@iec.co.il

Questions ?
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